I."
SIMPLE SCLZJVION     :	39
+ solution separately   and   of   saJt -f solution  dissolved.
Consequently
Although C>r—C' is in general small, yet if Q is not
large, it may caiu.se Q to become zero at some temperature,
and afterwards to change its sign. For gypsum, according
to Berthelot, tbat is the case at about 35°, where Q changes
from positive to negative : in agreement with the observed
maximum of solubility at that temperature.
The rererae— a minimum of solubility — occurs now and
then, e.g. in sine butyrate, and ris accompanied by the
corresponding Uiermal singularity I,
3. Sudden dfianges of solubility? also occur, which de-
pend on a modification of the dissolved substance at a
definite temperature; the substance may change its crys-
talline form, Et may melt, or :it may lose water of
crystallization. Since these changes are all accompanied
by absorption eof heat, they all affect the heat of precipi-
tation in the wame sense, mating it smaller, and do the
dC
same with the value of -™ whicli at such a point shows
CLJL
a bend downwards. If this goess so far as to change
a positive iato :a negative heat of precipitation, the increase
of solubility changes into a decrease, as has long been
known to "be true of sodium sulphate at 32-6°. More
recently EtarcFs researches, carried to high temperatures,
have shown that almost all sulphates (e. g. copper sulphate),
after increasing in solubility to a certain temperature,
lose water o£ crystallization, and begin then to diminish
in solubility, itill finally they become almost insoluble.
Just the opposite case to thai of silver nitrate, of which
the solubility finally becomes infLniifce.
(b) "V "a/pour Pressure of Stanple Solutions.
(q) Mu&inmm pressure: application of thermo-dynamies.
The consideration of the vapour present at equilibrium,
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